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My working days are punctuated by two ferry rides, to and fro.
They pleasantly divide the before and after of each day with
thirty minutes to read, or to stare out the window northwards up
the sound toward anchored ship traffic, bulk grain carriers
waiting their turns to load, or eastwards across to the terminal
that fills them up. This morning, though, my eye was caught while
the ferry was still loading by a lone grebe bobbing in the slow,
rhythmic wake of the ferry's propeller, churning dead-slow to keep
the ship at dock.

Firstly, you should know that we've had a crash in the grebe
population here in Puget Sound, with many marine birds taken off
by some avian epidemic. This was the first grebe I'd seen in two
years. And welcome back.

And secondly, that my mind was struck by the bird's indifference
to the ship's wave train washing underneath it. Up and down, up
and down, and never a thought to it with the busy grebe going
about its daily chores, unnoticing. Or apparently so.

So, too, we are washed unnoticed by the broad spectrum of radio
traffic: cell phones, police bands, TV, the military, and God
knows what else. Milliwatts or less [or more!] per square meter,
day and night, unceasingly. But does it add up in any meaningful
way? Certainly, most of the shorter-wave spectrum gets absorbed
quickly in the outermost millimeter of our conductive skins.
Perhaps a tenth percent or less of all the power gets deeper than
a centimeter. But we have useful brain tissue within a centimeter
of the surface. Does that relentless wash of stray radiation do
anything to it, at all? Or to any other critter we share the
planet with?

I dunno. Save that if there is any effect, it's small, illusive,
and .. as with low dose nuclear radiation and small exposures to
all the nasty chemical toxins we're exposed to .. it lies in the
sub-noise of epidemiology: where you can design good-seeming
experiments to detect it, but they all require a zillion rats
to expose, and too many animal psychologists to put them through
mazes, and pathologists to cut them up afterwards, cost a billion
dollars per year, and try to get a grant for that out of a
National Institute for Health.

There's an interesting story that bears on this.

In the bad old years of the Soviet Union 'we' and 'they' played
technical-espionage games with one another, some of which involved
bathing embassies with microwave radiation. And it happened that
our ambassador to Moscow got peculiarly sick. That is, he became
sick and peculiar. And our nerds measured the microwave flux in
his upper story office. And somebody talked to his wife. And
that wife talked to others. And they all had small children who



attended nursery school in the same building. And somebody looked
up the Soviet literature on the psychological effects of low-level
microwave radiation, which reported a host of amorphous symptoms
at levels two orders of magnitude less than those accepted as safe
in the Western literature. And the Embassy's Militant Mothers
wouldn't shut up. And one of them leaked the story to the open
press. And that set off an emotional debate that has not yet
completely died out.

Fact: the outer offices in the upper stories of tall buildings in
New York City, and presumably those in most other high-rise city
cores, are bathed in microwave radiation at levels less than the
US standards, but higher than the Russian. Who's right?

Again, I dunno. [But some highly placed executive decisions seem
mighty peculiar. Perhaps we should put executive high animals
into basement offices, instead?]

The western physicians who've studied this issue have mostly
concentrated on thermal effects: the microwave-oven problem.
Allowable thresholds were set below those levels where the body
well dissipates the added heat. Among the more critical organs
are our eyes and testes, both of which are relatively less cooled
by blood flow. Stories are told of bored soldiers at our Distant
Early Warning radar stations in the chilly latitudes of Alaska and
Canada standing in front of megawatt radar transmitters, to enjoy
the warm tingling glow.

These western studies were largely funded with military money.

The eastern physicians who've studied the issue were,
interestingly, largely industrial-health officers and mostly
women, attached to individual factories in the USSR and its
satellites. They responded to worker complaints of vague and
amorphous symptoms somewhat similar to what we call 'Gulf War
Syndrome': depression, jitters, headaches, heartbeat irreg-
ularities, sleeplessness, memory loss, and Uncle Tom Cobley and
all. [A possible alternate diagnosis might be 'hangover'.]
Thrashing around for plausible causes, they came upon microwave
exposures and did some epidemiological studies correlating the
incidence of these complaints with ambient microwave fluxes. Then
they extrapolated the microwave doses downwards to a level where
a baseline of similar complaints were reported by citizens who
were not exposed. Hence, their low thresholds for safe exposure.

Western physicians responded to these eastern studies with barely
concealed scorn, much of it directed to the credentials of their
eastern colleagues. A few western papers tried to keep the issue
alive with studies of the eastern type. Their authors have not
thrived.

Back to that grebe. Surely, all that bobbing up and down, up and
down, must rattle his brains, at least somewhat? Will a bobbling
grebe fish as efficiently as one less jiggled? Will under-
nourished grebes be more vulnerable to avian disease? A good
topic for a dissertation. Here, let me help you with your
proposal.



Cheers,
Halstead
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